Attached is RMU case \text{412202} (list FOIPA #) which needs to be re-opened. Please handle as:

1. The attached case is being re-opened and a new search needs to be conducted for indices (List all necessary indices)

2. The attached case is being re-opened and a new search needs to be conducted for the subject which IPU needs to search.
   (List name or subject)
   Search should be conducted for:
   (Fill in “main files” “see references” or “all references”)

\checkmark

3. The attached case is being re-opened and the following files need to be re-reviewed:
   \begin{itemize}
   \item 62 - 109719
   \item 62 - 112891
   \item 62 - 88941
   \item 62 - 117352
   \item 63 - 16062
   \item 105 - 251349
   \item 56 - 2492
   \end{itemize}
   (List all files that will be re-processed for IPU to include on the electronic search slip.)

Upon completion of the above, this case should be forwarded to RMU and “reassigned” to the following employee by the Admin team: \text{anyone}
(Fill in your name or state “anyone” if you do not need this case returned to you.)
Treat as Original

NEGOTIATION REPORT

FOIPA #: 427028
Subject: 
Requester: 
Date of Final Resolution: 2/18/99

The above requester, after contact with a Negotiator of the Freedom of Information - Privacy Acts Section, Office of Public and Congressional Affairs, has agreed to the following:

Requester agreed to limit his request to:

1) process the 02 case files only

   62-109119
   62-112591
   62-88461
   62-117353

2) 103-160122

3) 105-251349

4) 56-2492

Requester eliminated all threat files

Negotiator:
Date: 2/18/99

 hm # 414 352-3015
 wic 414 288-7217